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The Home of Corporate Services.
 





 










 Hensley&Cook is specialised in the set-up of companies in the Seychelles, the Philippines, Singapore and the United Arab Emirates (UAE), but can facilitate the incorporation of companies outside these locations through a well-established network of partner companies.
 











At Hensley&Cook, we specialize in helping clients navigate the complexities of starting and growing a business. With offices in the Seychelles, Singapore, Cebu (Philippines), and Dubai (United Arab Emirates), we offer expert guidance and support for all aspects of business formation and administration.

Our team of multicultural and multi-lingual experts has a wealth of experience in forming and administering trading companies, holding companies, private investment companies, international investment funds, foundations, and trusts. We work closely with clients to understand their unique needs and goals, and provide tailored solutions that meet the highest ethical and legal standards.

Whether you’re looking to establish a real estate holding company, launch a crypto exchange, or build a holding structure for an international business conglomerate, we have the expertise and resources to help you succeed. Our streamlined processes and stringent compliance checks ensure that your company formation and administration runs smoothly and efficiently, within the promised timeframe. Contact us today to learn more about how we can support your business goals.
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Navigating the Changing Business Horizon: The Migration of UK Startups and Entrepreneurs to Dubai
Read More








 











Unlock long term benefits with UAE Golden Visa.
 
















The UAE Golden visa provides long-term residence for foreign investors and entrepreneurs to live and work in the United Arab Emirates.
 










READ MORE
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Solutions.
 










All Solutions





















We at Hensley&Cook know, that each customer is unique and has specific requirements. There is not one solution that fits all, that’s why we offer tailor made solutions for each client. Carefully adapted to the needs, cost effective and with the target in mind.
 





Nevertheless it may be interesting to learn more about some of the solutions Hensley&Cook has put in place for some clients, but these examples do not show a comprehensive list of solutions and our specialists are always happy to look into your specific requirements.
 
















 




Estate Planning UAE 


The UAE is a country that follows Sharia-law when it comes to inheritance. Proper estate planning may allow you, to have another succession planning in place. Hensley&Cook helps you, to set-up such a distribution according to your will. 





















 




Investment Structure 


Banks play less and less the role of a partner to finance projects. Nowadays private equity plays an increasingly important role. Hensley&Cook provides solutions to structure such investments. 





















                                                                




Philanthropy 


An Arabian proverb says: “If you have much, give of your wealth; if you have little, give of your heart.” Hensley&Cook helps clients to set-up structures for Philanthropy and enables them to efficiently donate for the purpose they choose. 












Start your business in
Dubai Meydan Free Zone
 





for as little as 12,500 AED
 










REGISTER NOW
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Initial Token Offering (ITO).
 
















Tokenise assets or securities and get them listed at an exchange. Hensley&Cook in cooperation with CRESCOtec, the IT company of the CRESCO Group, runs the whole process from custody to issuance of tokens to listing of tokens.
Tokens allow to represent assets like properties or securities like shares of a company. Whether you want to issue Non-fungible token (NFTs) to certify digital assets or whether you want to issue tokens for a Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), Hensley&Cook and its partner companies provide you support along the whole process including the programming of Smart Contracts.
 










READ MORE



















Products.
 










All Products





















Hensley&Cook is a licensed Trustee in the Seychelles (ITSP), licensed to register private foundations (FSP) and international business companies (IBC) corporate service provider in the Seychelles. In the UAE we are a registered agent for IBCs and incorporate companies in all the Free Zones and with the different departments of economic development, the local registrars. 
 





In addition Hensley&Cook offers the formation of companies in numerous jurisdictions, relying on a well established network of partner firms in the respective countries. Please note, that Hensley&Cook offers the incorporation of companies as part of a problem solving solution and is not in the business of factory like mass incorporation of firms. 
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Seychelles 


The Seychelles offer an excellent legal framework for international active companies, for foundations and trusts. In addition it is a cost efficient location for the set-up of specialty funds and funds with bonds. 
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United Arab Emirates 


The UAE are the home of a growing number of companies that are active in manufacturing and the provision of services. Hensley&Cook helps to find the best place to locate your company among the wide choice of Free Zones and local registrars. 
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Other Jurisdictions 


Whether you set-up your company in Singapore, Hong Kong, Delaware or the Netherlands: Hensley&Cook can help you by using its vast network of partner firms in numerous countries around the globe. 



















Listing at stock exchange with IPO or ITO.
 
















Hensley&Cook is a registered sponsor at SECDEX, a stock exchange registered with the Seychelles Financial Services Authorities.
SECDEX is not only a security exchange, it also operates a digital custodian regulated under the sandbox of the Seychelles FSA to custody digital assets. This allows Hensley&Cook among services to list companies at the stock exchange for an initial public offering (IPO) or to list tokens for an initial token offering (ITO).
Hensley&Cook sets-up structures, that can issue tokens or can issue tokens against securities or assets put into custody. This process includes NFTs for art works, music or games to mention a few.
Hensley&Cook in cooperation with CRESCOtec, the IT specialists of the CRESCO Group, and CRESCO Legal, the law firm of the group, covers the whole process from legal structure to programming of tokens, the offering prospectus and the deployment of the tokens.
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Learn more about ITOs


	


 
Learn more about IPOs
















Yacht Registration
 in the Seychelles.
 
















As a common saying goes, there are only two fun days in the life of a yacht-owner – the day he buys it and the day he sells it. However that is not true if you’re registered in the Seychelles! This beautiful country of everlasting summer and home of one of the most plentiful fishing grounds in the world just calls for a boat trip to come and explore the 115 islands for treasures they offer.
Can you imagine, that the ownership of a boat can be 100% foreign? The process of registration is streamlined and the port offers modern facilities for all size of yachts and vessels.
Should you prefer to own a yachting business and lead your customers on the journey of exploration and big game fishing, then for you there is exemption from social security contributions for non-Seychellois personnel and no capital gains on sale of the vessel.
Hensley&Cook is now the NUMBER 1 YACHT REGISTRAR AGENT in the Seychelles! Please contact us if you like to learn more about the advantages of a yacht registration in the Seychelles.
 










READ MORE
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We're the
#1 YACHT
REGISTRAR AGENT
in the
Seychelles!
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HR Services.
 
















Hensley&Cook provides comprehensive HR solutions for small and mid-sized businesses. HR, benefits, tax administration, and regulatory compliance assistance are some of the many services we provide.
By taking care of paperwork and providing regulatory compliance assistance, Hensley&Cook helps businesses to improve productivity, increase profitability, and to focus on their core mission.
 










READ MORE



















We are now accepting Crypto Currency as payment.
 





Hensley&Cook now accepts payment in cryptocurrencies. The start is made with enabling payments in Binance USD. 
 













Регистрация компании в Дубае, ОАЭ
 
















	

 
Все свободные зоны, включая DMCC, Мейдан и RAKEZ

	

 
Компании, зарегистрированные в муниципалитете Дубая (DED)

	

 
Регистрация компании с поддержкой в открытии банковского счета

	

 
Регистрация фондов и трастов в ОАЭ и на Сейшельских островах

	

 
Русскоговорящие специалисты












Получите Ваше Предложение сейчас:
 










Запросите КП










Контакты тел. +971 4 4069 707
 





	


 
Telegram (@RamazanGalyamov)


	


 
WhatsApp (+7 966 358-74-78)


	


 
Эл. адрес Почта@hensleycook.com
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Abode Options, an immigration agency part of the International CRESCO group, specializes in bespoke wealth management solutions: 
citizenship & residency-by-investment programs. 
Clients are offered lucrative opportunities to acquire second passports, enabling visa free travel to over 180 countries, better tax planning & portfolio diversification.
 













Contact us.
 
















Contact us today and learn more about our offerings:
Tel. +971 4 406 9700  or [email protected] or
use our chat.
 










Contact
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Solutions are always tailor made to the specific requirements of the client. Hensley&Cook coaches the client to find the best fitting solution taking into account the specific framework provided by the client.
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© Hensley&Cook Management Services DMCC - A company of CRESCO Holding. Privacy Policy. Call us +971 4 406 9700. LinkTree
 





	

 
Accept Mastercard

	

 
Accept VISA
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Регистрация компании в Дубае, ОАЭ
 
















	


 
Контакты тел. +971 4 4069 707


	


 
Telegram (@RamazanGalyamov)


	


 
WhatsApp (+7 966 358-74-78)


	


 
Эл. адрес Почта@hensleycook.com





















Получите Ваше КП сейчас
 





3 шага для начала
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вид акционеров 
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смешанный
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Мейдан стол
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Our UAE offices are closed from April 8-12, 2024, you may still reach us on +971 4 406 9680 as our team in Seychelles and the Philippines remain at your disposal. Eid Mubarak!
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Get in touch.
 





	


 
[email protected]





















Quickly get in touch with us by clicking the phone number, email address or by filling up the form below.
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Dubai
 





This is Tooltip!
 	


 
+971 4 406 9700
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Seychelles
 





This is Tooltip!
 	


 
+248 430 3149
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Philippines
 





This is Tooltip!
 	


 
+63 32 234 6379
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Singapore
 





This is Tooltip!
 	


 
+65 3165 8993
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Email 





Message 
 




 






Send Message
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Hensley&Cook wishes everyone a wonderful Merry Christmas.

May this Holiday Season sparkle, shine and may all your wishes and dreams come true, Merry Christmas. 🌲🌟
 


















































